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It is that time of year again!
Our annual Convention is coming up fast!
Find all the information you need inside to register, book your hotel, and
enjoy a weekend with homeschoolers from around Saskatchewan.
We are pleased to welcome
Homeschooling is sometimes like a roller
Tamara Strijack from the
coaster
ride! Full of excitement, a little fear,
Neufeld Institute .
lots of twists and turns, some ups and downs,
and the occasional loop-de-loop.
Through all the climbs and descents we are all
in this together! The most important part is to
hold on, have fun and don’t jump out until the
ride is over!
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this weekend in Regina, and to enjoy each other
in the process!
Check our website at
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to get more information as it becomes available.
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From the President’s Desk
By Anne Bennett

Almost seven years ago, I was sitting at the Annual General Meeting at the SHBE convention, looking at all the people
on the board and thinking, “If I was on the board I’d want to do the help desk.” Before the meeting was over, Sandy
Timm stood up and said she was leaving the board and they would need someone to take over the help desk! As this will
be my last year on the board, I’ve been reflecting, and here are some things I did NOT know when I first joined the
board seven years ago:
1. It’s OK to work for things to stay the same. A lovely friend helped me clarify my thinking on this when she expressed
her frustration that in the thirteen years she had been homeschooling, it seemed like nothing had changed. I understand
her frustration, and we do continue to spend considerable time and energy dealing with school divisions that overstep
their authority and fighting battles on behalf of our kids.
However, in the years I've been on the SHBE board, we've worked through a complete re-writing of the homeschool
regulations in Saskatchewan, we’ve had a reorganization of how homeschooling is administered in the Ministry of Education, we’ve been through four different Ministers of Education, and we’ve experienced a province wide discussion of
changing the way that K-12 education is administered in the province.
And through all this, nothing has changed. We still have the same right to homeschool. There is still no requirement for
standardized testing, home visits, or any kind of alignment with provincial curriculum. The regulations still say that the
school division is to assume that your child is getting an adequate education unless they have proof of the contrary. We
have worked very, very hard, and nothing has changed.
2. Homeschooling is a political act. I didn’t start homeschooling for any kind of political reason. I just wanted to spend
more time with my five year old boy. But I have really come to see homeschooling as the line in the sand for parental
rights. If you can’t take your child out of the public education system, then who really controls your child? And in Saskatchewan, we have to remember that the regulations surrounding home education can be changed at any time, and the
government doesn’t need to consult us at all. It’s not being paranoid to want to be very, very vigilant.
3. SHBE must remain an organization that represents all homeschoolers in the province. There are as many reasons to
homeschool, and as many ways to homeschool, as there are homeschoolers. But in talking with various levels of officials, I have become even more convinced that we must speak with one voice when we represent ourselves to government.
4. The SHBE board is awesome! I’m so grateful to leave behind a well-functioning board. We have had a full board for
several years and elections for the last two years. The current
SHBE Board of Directors
group of board members have a wide variety of talents and
Anne Bennett: President, Zone 2 Director
skills and they work together well. We have several nonShaunavon 297-4137 abennett@shbe.info
board members who have taken on tasks for us – Gerald ForCharles Audette: Zone 1 Director
Lebret 306-591-2318 caudette@shbe.info
tier is our long serving technical services guy, Laura HolawaGreg Mile: Zone 3 Director
chuk is our treasure, Charity Mile edits the Journal, and just
Regina 306-545-5008 gmile@shbe.info
recently Susan McCallum has come along side to improve
Melody Friesen: Zone 4 Director
our social media presence. We also work with the most inSaskatoon 306-292-9576 mffriesen@shbe.info
credible convention committees. I hope many of you will
Jared Summach: Zone 5 Director
feel called to be involved with this great group of people.
Tisdale 306-921-9563 summach@shbe.info
Gillian Smith: Zone 6 Director
Delmas 306-937-3951 gsmith@shbe.info
Jonathan Olson: Director-at-Large
Kinistino 306-864-2213 jolson@shbe.info
Jonas Hildebrandt: Director-at-Large
Saskatoon 306-380-8750 JonasH@shbe.info
Rod Amberson: Vice-President, Director-at-Large
Stony Beach 306-500-4361 rod@shbe.info
Charity Mile: Journal Editor
Regina 306-545-5008 journal@shbe.info

5. The SHBE Convention is awesome too!! I have attended
the SHBE convention since our oldest son was four. But it
wasn’t until recently that I have come to value how important
this gathering is to our homeschooling community in Saskatchewan. It’s where most people buy their SHBE memberships. It’s where the board is responsible to our membership
and where we discuss ideas and hash
out issues. It’s where we learn from
each other and from the great speakers
we invite to our province. It’s a showcase to those who may be considering
homeschooling. And it is just so much
fun! I am so looking forward to seeing
all of you there!

Website: www.shbe.info
The board of directors’ phone numbers and email addresses
are provided so that SHBE members can contact any of the
directors with any of their concerns about homeschooling.
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From the Editor…
By Charity Mile

Convention is again just around the corner, and I am looking forward to once again catching up with
friends from all over the province. We have a unique situation in some ways in Saskatchewan. We live
in a large and diverse province, but with a relatively small population. The regulations that govern home
education are provincial, so they are universal across the province, but because we notify local school
boards, it means that the implementation of policies, and the practice of home education can look different in different divisions, although technically it is all regulated centrally. Different school boards offer
different services, different funding, different rules about how those services and funding can be accessed, or what it
can be used for—and that makes a full board in SHBE very important.
You might wonder why it matters, or how it affects you, and I say that because these are things that I have only begun
to understand the implications of myself. I have the honour of having the old issues of the JOURNAL, so I can read
through the history of SHBE, and how home education came to be legal in Saskatchewan and the very beginnings of
home educating families coming together under the banner of SHBE to present a united voice to the provincial government to help set the tone and direction of home education regulation here in Saskatchewan. It’s hard for us, who currently enjoy the freedom to homeschool, to fully understand what those days were like in the past. How families had to
be continually fighting for their right to homeschool. Or to understand the actual fear that would accompany a daytime
trip to the grocery store.
You have representatives from all over the province representing the issues that you face locally . I don’t know if you
have noticed but the directors at large are from different areas as well. One from the south, one more central and one
from northern Saskatchewan. It wasn’t planned that way, since Director’s at large can be from any area, but it has
worked out that way, and there are great benefits to you as a homeschooler in Saskatchewan. The SHBE board is
made up of volunteers. Men and women who are first and foremost homeschoolers themselves. They have the same
responsibilities to work, home, family and community as you do, and they have added the SHBE board as a commitment as well. Make sure you take time to meet your zone rep at convention this year. You will have a lot in common
with them.
I want to make sure to invite you to the SHBE convention coming up in Regina on February 23 and 24 at the Queensbury Convention Center at Evraz Place. No matter where in the province you live. It is a provincial convention, just as
SHBE is a provincial organization! It is a great opportunity to be encouraged in your own homeschooling journey, but
also to hear from the board. Attend the Annual General Meeting and listen to what the board has been up to in the last
year. Catch up with someone from across the province you only get to see once a year! Hope to see you there!

FEBRUARY 23-24
ACCOMODATIONS
We are excited to invite you to book at one of our two preferred hotels for the upcoming SHBE Convention. We
have worked to get you the best possible rates at 2 great hotels, choose which one has the amenities you are looking for. By booking with our block, you help us keep the cost of convention lower.

The Hotel Saskatchewan
2125 Victoria Avenue
Regina, SK S4O 0S3
306-522-7691

Best Western—Seven Oaks
777 Albert Street.
Regina, SK S4R 2P6
1-800-667-8063

Complimentary breakfast
Complimentary self parking

Complimentary breakfast
Complimentary Parking
Waterpark

$99 a night (double occupancy)
$109 triple occupancy
$95.99 a night
$119 quad occupancy
Call to book and mention the Saskatchewan Home
Call to book and mention Saskatchewan Home Based
Based Educators to receive the rate.
Educators or go to www.shbecon.ca to use the direct link
to book online.
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FORM B
Mailing Address:
Gerald Fortier, Nominations Chairman
Box 804 Stn. Main, White City, SK S4L 5B1
SASKATCHEWAN HOME BASED EDUCATORS INC. (SHBE)

THE NOMINATION PAPER
I, ______________________________________________________, of SHBE Zone #_______________
(Print your name as nominator)
(insert Zone #)
hereby nominate ______________________________________for the position of director of Zone # _______.
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
I, ______________________________________________, from the above Zone hereby accept the nomination.
Dated this ______ day of ________________, 2016.
_________________________________________
(signed by person nominated)

____________________________________________
(signed by nominator)

FORM A
SASKATCHEWAN HOME BASED EDUCATORS INC. (SHBE)

NOTICE OF NOMINATIONS FOR 2018
NOMINATIONS ARE OPEN FOR 3 ZONE DIRECTORS
ZONE 2: SOUTH WEST
ZONE 4 IN & AROUND SASKATOON
ZONE 6: NORTH WEST
AND FOR 1 DIRECTOR-AT-LARGE
WHO CAN RESIDE ANYWHERE IN THE PROVINCE
(CONTACT ANY SHBE DIRECTOR TO CONFIRM THE ZONE YOU RESIDE IN)
ANY VOTING MEMBER OF SHBE IN A SPECIFIC ZONE CAN NOMINATE OR BE NOMINATED A
DIRECTOR FOR THAT PARTICULAR ZONE.
EACH PERSON NOMINATED AND THE PERSON NOMINATING MUST COMPLETE AND SIGN
“THE NOMINATION PAPER” ENCLOSED, AND THE SAME MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE MARCH 24, 2018 IN A
SEALED ENVELOPE MARKED “NOMINATION PAPER” AND ADDRESSED TO:
NOMINATIONS CHAIRMAN
GERALD FORTIER
BOX 804 STN. MAIN
WHITE CITY, SASKATCHEWAN S4L 5B1

If an election is required, ballots with additional information and instructions will be mailed.
Per: GERALD FORTIER, Nominations Chairman
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son just getting started in life.
A generation ago, this really wouldn’t have been a unique
BY DANIEL CRAIG
perspective. Today, it’s counter-cultural. No matter where we turn,
we're facing an epidemic of visionless, clueless, fantasy-driven young
I wasn’t your ideal homeschool kid. Believe me. In people. In fact, one of the defining qualities of my generation, the
fact, you’ve probably heard the breathtaking sto- Millennials, is a sense of entitlement – not a sense of responsibility,
ries of amazingly disciplined 10-year-old “wonder initiative or ownership. I wish I could say I never struggled with these
children” who wake up every morning eagerly
weaknesses, but I did. Despite the tremendous advantages you and I
waiting to propose their top 5 goals for the day,
have been given, we often fail to invest those talents at an early age
listed with A, B, C, D and E priorities. Unfortunately for my mother,
as we should.
that wasn’t me.
As I transitioned from homeschooling to adulthood, I grew to
Nevertheless, though I certainly wasn’t the homeschool
understand that unto whom much is given, of him much will be reposter-boy, Mom and Dad toiled continuously to instill in me the esquired – and I had been given much. Thus, I realized I had a responsisential character qualities they knew would be paramount to my suc- bility to be responsible! I needed to take the initiative to initiate! I
cess in life. For them, homeschooling had less to do with schooling,
had no choice but to own my obligation to take ownership – now!
and more to do with work ethic, more to do with good communicaWhen we understand that an entrepreneur is “a person who
tion skills, and more to do with my desire to love, fear, and serve the organizes and manages any enterprise, usually with considerable iniLord. With this approach, they gave me the foundation for successful tiative and risk”, we must conclude that with all the advantages and
entrepreneurship – long before entrepreneurship was even a consid- opportunities we’ve been given, homeschoolers of all people should
eration in my mind.
be the most entrepreneurially-minded. We should be known for our
keen sense of the needs around us. We should be known for organizWhy Entrepreneurship?
ing the enterprises which meet those needs. We should be known for
The first time I heard the word “entrepreneurship” I could
our fearless leadership, no matter the cost. We should be known as
barely utter a comprehensible pronunciation – let alone give a basic
entrepreneurs! So here are 4 secrets to get you started.
definition. Eventually, though, I came to understand that entrepreneurship wasn’t a subject restricted to the few really smart kids – the Secret 1: Be Inspired!
homeschool superheroes who would go on to start the Microsofts
For too long, we have tried to get inspired by looking in the
and Apples of the next generation. I realized that the basics of entre- mirror. Incidentally, that approach has produced the must uninspired
preneurship - responsibility, initiative and ownership - are essential,
generation in the history of our nation. The problem is, neither you
not just for Fortune 500 business owners, but also for any young per- nor I are all that inspiring! But, what about the glory of God? What

4 SECRETS TO ENTRPRENEURISHIP
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Look at all the Options Now Available to you!
“Small Steps to Big Ideas” (Levels 1, 2 & 3) with 120 day schedule (Grades 4, 5, 6)
“What’s the Big Idea?” (Levels 1 & 2) with 120 day schedule (Grades 7 & 8)
High School Distance Learning
A wide range of courses structured with daily schedules.
All four “Great Ideas Through the Great Books” levels with on-line option.
Several five week on-line Book Discussions
Advance English Composition on-line course
Thousands of homeschooling resources through our on-line store front.
Visit our website today!

about the glorious task He has given us as his creatures of glorifying His
name on the earth?
“And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful,
and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have
dominion ...” Genesis 1:28
Now that’s inspiring! The very Creator of the universe has
blessed you with the charge of dominating in the earth as the emissary
of His royal authority. You have been commissioned with managing the
advancement of His kingdom so that every thought is brought captive to
the obedience of Christ!
This is exciting, but we need to understand a few things. First
of all, you can’t decline the commission. It’s yours – and you are on duty
24/7. Everything you do must be done with your grand commission in
mind. Whether it’s baking bread, taking out the trash, completing
homework, working your first job, witnessing to a neighbor, or running a
million dollar company, the end goal is that the Father’s will be done on
earth, just exactly as it is in heaven.
This means, secondly, you can’t be about your own kingdom.
Your kingdom revolves around your ease, your popularity and reputation, and maybe the number of friends you have on Facebook. God’s
doesn’t – and there’s not room for both. Those things may have their
place, but if we are truly inspired by God’s glory, we may be called upon
in a moment’s notice to sacrifice what is most important to us for the
purpose of advancing what is most important to God – the glory of His
name.
This is what the best entrepreneurs do. They see and are inspired by the big picture. They take the initiative to turn opportunities
into managed enterprises. They are not deterred even when this dominion involves considerable personal risk. In short, the best entrepreneurs are inspired by the kingdom and glory of God.

Secret 2: Make the Little Things a Big Priority
A few years ago, I was discussing this concept of entrepreneurship with one of my mentors who is a very successful business man.
With his vast experience, I was eager to see what pearls of wisdom he
would be able to dispense on the subject. Hoping to hear some dynamic
hitherto unuttered secret, I was simply told, “Danny, the most basic
characteristic of successful entrepreneurs is maturity.”
Maturity? Really? I had been hoping for something more exciting, but I soon realized his wisdom only echoed what we read in Matthew 25:21, “Thou hast been faithful in a few things, I will make thee
ruler over many things.” When we possess the maturity to make the
little things a big priority, we will be given responsibility for greater
things. On the other hand, if we lack the initiative to empty the overflowing trashcan, we won’t have the initiative required to act on greater
opportunities.
While this concept is easy to comprehend, the difficulty is that
we as young people tend to think of “real life” as this “thing” that will
begin some grand and important day – off in the distant future. My father was committed to helping me understand how my choices now
would affect my future later on. He often said, “If you treat your mother
that way, you will treat your wife that way too.” Or, “If you do your
chores in a sloppy manner, that’s how you will work for your employer.”
He taught me that there is a very strong connection between what we
are now and what we become in the future, and according to Proverbs
22:29, he was right. “Seest thou a man diligent in his business? he shall
stand before kings; he shall not stand before mean men.”
It’s easy to focus on the big things everyone notices. But if you
are faithful to do the little things which don’t seem as important and
many people fail notice – you will be one among a million.
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Secret 3: Learn from the Best
What is the greatest dilemma of being a young entrepreneur? You know very little; but, even worse, you don’t know what you
don’t know! It’s called unconscious incompetency. As hard as it is, we
must look beyond our own self-image and humble ourselves enough
to realize that all around us are men and woman who have vast wisdom and experience from which we can learn. We must recover the
lost art of mentorship.
Earlier this year, I was speaking on this point to an audience
of young people at a homeschool conference. As it turned out, there
were quite a number of experienced fathers in the room as well. So I
asked them, “When is the last time a young person came up to you
and just started asking questions to learn from your experience?” The
room was silent. This was telling, and upon reflection, I had to acknowledge how I, too, had squandered many opportunities to learn
from the experts all around me.
If we want to recover the art of mining for wisdom from
those around us, the first step is to develop the skill of asking questions – good questions, motivated by a humble desire to learn. The
exciting part is that once we get over our self-absorption, asking questions is quite easy. Could I ask you a few questions? Tell me about
some of your successes? What led to your success? If you had the
opportunity, what would you do differently? As a young man/lady,
what advice do you have for me? If you run out of questions, just say
“Tell me more!” – and more often than not, they will!
Some conversations will go better than others, but that’s
okay. Over time, you will begin to find that as you seek for wisdom,
God will put people in your life (such as your parents who were there
all along!) to mentor and guide you down the path of knowledge.
“Counsel in the heart of man is like deep water; but a man of understanding will draw it out.”(Proverbs 20:5)
Do you want to be a man or woman of understanding? Start
asking questions!
Secret 4: Do Something! Act with Risk and Initiative
Many times, when people finally get to the point in life
where they realize it’s time for them to do something of significance,
they don’t do anything at all - for the same reason they never have
and never will. They simply lack the desire. If that’s you, then go back
to Secret 1 and get inspired! If, on the other hand, you do want to do
something for the kingdom of God, but you’re not sure how, consider
these three key questions.
“What needs do I see around me?” For many of us, seeing
the needs of others begins with opening our eyes! Unfortunately, we
are so selfish and so concerned with our own needs we simply cannot
see the needs of others. Once you open your eyes, if you still have a
hard time seeing past your own shadow, reread Secret 3, and start
asking questions! Don’t just pursue popular people you enjoy talking
with. Seek out the down-and-outer, and discover their needs. Before
long, you’ll have a list of more needs or opportunities than you know
what to do with.
“I see a need. What can I do about it?” You might not have a
clue, but that’s fine. God does. Bring these needs to Him in prayer.
Find out who has experience addressing and solving these needs, and
start asking them questions. Ask what worked, and ask what didn’t.
Start compiling a list of action items, highlighting the simplest first
steps. Don’t get bogged down with the end result. All you need to
know is your next step.
“What’s keeping me from meeting this need?” We usually
answer this question for ourselves a thousand times over before we
ever get off square one. Your objections will probably fall into one of 8

two categories – objections rooted in laziness, or objections rooted in
fear of failure. If you are struggling with the first problem, go to Secret 2 and develop some basic maturity. If you are dealing with fear of
failure, try to rack up a few failures, and it won’t be so fearful. “If thou
faint in the day of adversity, thy strength is small.” (Proverbs 24:10)
Conclusion
If you remember, I wasn’t your ideal homeschool kid. Maybe
you’re not the homeschool wonder child either. It doesn’t really matter. Each of us has been blessed with talents – some one, some two
and some three. But regardless of the number, we are all under obligation from the Giver to invest what we’ve been given. Don’t hide
your talents out of fear. Instead, may your love and gratefulness to
your Savior constrain you to willingly serve Him with every fiber of
your being. Let that be your motivation to be inspired, make the little
things a big priority, learn from the best, and do something to advance God’s kingdom for the Glory of His name.

Watch WWW.SHBECON.CA to see
Daniel’s workshop schedule as it is finalized
He will be speaking to both the adults
and the teen track.

NEW YEAR INTENTIONS
by Tamara Strijack
The New Year is traditionally a time for resolutions. In years past I have repeatedly resolved
to spend more time with my children; to exercise more and eat better; to have a clean
house. I have always struggled with these resolutions and this year I finally stumbled on the reason why. It is the
word resolution. Defined as “a firm decision to do or not do
something,” it does not leave much wiggle room. Resolute
sounds strong and determined – and final.
In my case it also seemed to be about the act of re-solving – trying to solve the same problem again, and again, and again. I lived
my life for many years resolving, every Monday, to eat better; by
Wednesday my resolve disappeared and I had to wait until Monday to start the cycle again. If I broke the rule, I had to start over
from scratch – and over and over. But I never got anywhere. Resolving never worked for me. Perhaps because when it becomes
about doing it right, it paralyzes me with the threat of doing it
wrong. It becomes black and white, all or nothing. What happens
if I slip up? What if I fail? There is no freedom of movement.
It turns out the key is in the movement. An intention is such a
movement. We aim in a direction and we move towards it. But

how do we stay on track? Is it sheer will, or is there something
else that helps us stay the course?
There is something else! What changes the dance is when the
movement is within a bounded space – a space that protects
from outside influences and pressures and “shoulds” and even
good things that threaten to take away time from the important
things. The bounded space becomes a buffer to all that moves in,
pushes in or constricts; to the attractive and the uninvited; to the
temptations and the easy answers; to all the things that keep us
from keeping our loved ones close.
If I spend time and energy focused on the “should have’s” and
how I couldn’t manage to do it right, I find myself stuck again,
going in circles or paralyzed yet again. What I need to do in those
times is start asking the kinds of questions that will allow for
movement again: What could I do now to make a difference?
What obstacles seem to be constantly in my way? What structures and routines do I need to put in place to make it easier to
get there?
We have many structures, routines, and rituals in our household
that we have developed to protect our family time and preserve
the things that are important to us. Sitting down at dinner together is one of those rituals that we have worked hard to put in
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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place – it is not always easy and it doesn’t always work, but the the word resolution with intention? Suddenly that changes eveintention is there to carve out the time. Reading to my girls be- rything. My resolutions are replaced with: I intend to spend
fore bed is another ritual that I have greatly enjoyed over the
more time with my children; I intend to exercise more and eat
years. This, too, takes work to preserve, as there are so many
better; I intend to have a clean house. I yearn in those directhings that could get in the way. When my girls became teenag- tions. I have something to aim for, and something to move toers, I started a tradition where I took each one away for a
wards. I may not always hit the mark. I may mess up when I get
weekend – just the two of us. I carve out space to spend time
tired, or alarmed, or frustrated. In fact, I can anticipate that
away from our regular schedules and routines, away from our there will be times when it will be harder to realize my intendigital devices. Again, not easy when we are all involved in so
tions. I will need to make room for the frustration that comes
many things – but if it’s important to me, if it is what I yearn
when I fall short. And I will need to create structures and routowards, I will find a way.
tines to make it easier to realize my intentions – whether with
One of the most impacting and helpful structures I have put in family, health, or a clean house.
place in my life is to set aside each week a day of rest – a day
Intentions allow us to come alongside, to make room for the
without agendas, without “shoulds,” without email, without
emotion that is stirred up, and to find a way through. We can
anything that feels like work… a day for family. This has been
do this with ourselves, and even more importantly, we can do
one of the hardest things to do and felt like an impossibility for this with our children. We can draw out their intentions, help
many years. As all things do, it began as an intention. I wanted, them find their steering wheel, and aim in the right direction.
and needed, a space in time where the pressures of the world We can come alongside when they mess up, make room for the
were kept at bay. A bounded space where I had freedom within frustration, and honour their intentions. We can look and see
to move, to rest, to play, to create, to be present with my fam- where the obstacles are, realizing that some obstacles will need
ily. The paradox of the bounded space is that it creates freeto be faced, while others just need to be moved out of the way.
dom within the structure. It allows me to be present in the now We can create a bounded space for them – a place where they
because I have physically and mentally blocked off the time,
feel loved and where they are free to move, to play, to grow,
and my energy is not pulled in different directions. And so the and where their intentions can be realized… eventually!
intention was born, and I moved towards it for at least a year, if
not more, before it was realized. I was very careful not to make
CHECK WWW.SHBECON.CA FOR A LIST OF
this day a rigid rule that could be broken, but rather an intenTAMARA’S WORKSHOPS AND PLENARIES. The
tion to be honoured.
website will be updated frequently.
In returning now to my resolutions, what if I were to replace 10

SHBE Convention 2018
CONVENTION RATES
SHBE Membership of $35 for 2018-2019 is included with
adult registration (one per family).

Saving just a little more
by
Jonathan Olson
(Director-at-Large SHBE Board)

Show me a homeschooling family, and I'll
show you a family that knows how to stretch a dollar.
Face it, we love our kids! We have LOTS of them!
Basics like food and clothing keep going up in price,
and fifteen passenger vans aren't known for their fuel
economy. Add the fact that we often get by on one
income, and things get pretty tight, pretty fast.
In light of all this, I come with a small ray of
hope that just might put a smile on your face! Many
retailers recognize that teachers spend a lot of their
personal time and money on supplies for their classrooms. Some of them go so far as to offer discounts
for teachers, which is a nice gesture. Did you know,
by having taken the directing of our children's education into our own hands, we are actually teachers?
Many of the retailers and businesses that offer
teacher's discounts will also honour that for
homeschooling parents. Almost none of them advertise it openly, but usually the discount is around 10 to
15 %. A SHBE membership card is usually enough
ID to get the deal. Up until very recently, I had no
idea that the little card from SHBE held such promise! If you don't have a SHBE card, or can't find
yours, the letter your school division sent you acknowledging your intention to home educate should
also suffice.
While we would love to just give you a list of
businesses in Saskatchewan that offer discounts,
that's where it gets a little bit tricky. Being as most
businesses don't openly promote their teacher's discount, they are easily subject to change without
warning. There are also some businesses that only
give their discount to card carrying members of the
Saskatchewan Teacher's Federation. We have done
some legwork for you though, and below is a list of
the places we've found. Remember that we can't
guarantee anything, and if you want to be absolutely
certain, you should probably call ahead and ask.

Register by February 1st, 2018, for the Early Bird discount.
Register by February 16h, 2018 to receive a Saturday lunch
ticket.

NO MEALS FOR WALKUPS.
Please DO NOT mail in registration after February 16,
2018, as it will not be processed. Please register when
you come to the convention.

Registration:
Individual Adult

$130

________

Adult Couple

$185

________

Teens (13+) ____ x $50

________

Children (5-12) _____ x$50
-with parent attending convention

________

Early Bird Discount
less $20
-before February 1st, 2018
SUBTOTAL
Grandparents/
Alumni Parents
Homeschool Grads

$ _______
____x $50

_______

____x $50

_______

-pursuing further education or still living at home

TOTAL ENCLOSED

$ ________

(This amount includes your annual membership)
Payment MUST accompany registration.
NO post-dated cheques.
Please make cheques payable to SHBE.

PAYMENT OPTIONS
Send all payments to:
SHBE Convention
915 Shannon Road
Regina, SK S4S 5K3
Refunds:
Up to February 16, 2018, all but $50 per form will be refunded
upon written request to treasurer@shbe.info .
After that date, NO REFUNDS will be given.

Now Available:

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Register Online
www.shbecon.ca

REGISTRATION FORM

Continued from page 11

Mother’s full name: __________________________________

- McNally Robinson: You must apply instore and it is only valid for classroom used
books. They offer a 20% discount.
- Michael's: 15% off all products
- Staples: Some great deals for teachers, but
you have to be signed up for their e-mail alerts.
You can sign up in-store or on their website.
- Chapters Indigo: 20% off educational book
products, just bring letter from school division.
- Banana Republic: 10% discount
- Pizza Hut: Offers a reading program to
homeschooling families. Students can earn free
personal pan pizzas.
Museums, art galleries, science centers, ski
hills, interpretive centers, and places that do
school group tours usually have a special student and teacher rate as well. So don't forget to
ask when you take your kids!

Father’s full name:
(if attending)

__________________________________

Teens’ full names:
(if attending)

_________________________________
__________________________________

Children’s names
(if attending)

__________________________________
Grandparent/
alumni:
(if attending)

__________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________
City/Town: ___________________ Postal Code: ___________
Phone #: (____) ____________ Email: ___________________
School Division—_____________________________________
I will be bringing _______ items of art/projects for display.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION (hanging art, table art, science project, etc.)





Check here if you would like a Used Book Inventory Code
and Used Book Inventory Form emailed to you.

You can save on your SHBE convention registration by registering
early enough to get the early bird discount, and that
also entitles you to a lunch ticket on Saturday.

Check here if you are willing to host out of town convention attendees.
Check here if you would like to be billeted with a local
homeschooling family.

Don’t forget to contact our preferred hotels for the
best rates and to support the 27th annual convention.

SHBE MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Don’t forget to ask for your used books number when
you register for the convention!

If you are unable to attend the convention, please consider purchasing or
renewing your 2018-2019 SHBE Membership for $35. Your support of
SHBE enables us to continue to lobby from a position of strength on behalf
of home based educators in Saskatchewan.

If you have a child completing their home education program this year, sign them up for the
Homeschool Recognition Ceremony.
Contact recognition@shbe.info for more information!

Only complete the following information if NOT attending convention and
ONLY purchasing a membership.

Parents’ Names _____________________________________
Address ___________________________________________

In order to help our children and teens get more involved, we will have an art/project display—mark on
your registration if you want to bring something. We
are also looking for kids to play music during break
times,.

City ______________________ Postal Code ______________
Phone Number (________) ___________________________
Email address ______________________________________
School Division ____________________________________

volunteers are needed in used books, children’s track and other various roles—
contact Charity at
charity@shbecon.ca
to get involved!

Please Note - By providing an e-mail address you are consenting to
being contacted for things related to your SHBE membership. You
can opt out of SHBE communications at any time by e-mailing a
request to be removed from the mailing list to the helpdesk at
help@shbe.info .
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